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ABSTRACT

The Lagrangian approach to the two dimensional integrable systems (IS) is discussed.

The Lagrangians proposed have the form of the interacting geometrical actions for the Kac-Moody

and Virasoro groups. In one approach when the first principle is the gauge invariance of the action

the scale symmetry is broken by introducing the nontrivial representatives (monodromies) for each

orbit. We also have discussed the Lagrangians with the broken gauge symmetry but without the

bare massive parameters.
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1. INTRODUCTION

At the last time there are the significant attempts to find the natural role for the IS in the

context of the string and conformal theories. From the one side the IS can be generated by per-

turbing the conformal theories in a special way [l]-[3]. As was shown, this procedure is equivalent

to imposing the contraints on the Gilbert space of the initial theory [3]. There exists also another

point of view that the integrable systems interpolate between the conformal ones which are the

vacua of the string theory [4]. In such situation it is of interest to find the general Lagrangians for

the IS which are necessary for the quantum case. The attempt which was performed in [4] was

based mainly on the iJ-matrix formalism. We will try to find a Lagrangian formulation for the two

dimensional IS related to the original KM symmetry.

The natural objects for the construction of the Lagrangian are the orbits of the infinite di-

mensional Kac-Moody and Virasoro algebras. The geometrical actions for them are Wess-Zumino-

Novikov-Witten [WZWN] and Liouville theories correspondingly [5]. Let us also note that the

geometrical action for the Virasoro group can be obtained by the special reduction from SL(2, R)

WZWN theory and using more general reductions one can obtain the coset conformal theories (6].

There are also attempts to formulate in this language the IS, for example the affine Toda theories

[7] but in this case one should introduce the second class constraints which seems not to be quite

satisfactory.

In what follows we will consider the IS in terms of two interacting orbits. There exists

two different situations. The first one is the direct generalization of the gauged WZWN action [6]

and we have the theory of two interacting WZWN actions with the gauge invariance. The spectral

parameter is introduced by considering the orbits with the nonzero representatives. The action

is also gauge invariant in this case. In the second approach the initial action is some sum of the

geometrical actions expressed in terms of two fields g and h

S = k\

and it does not contain any massive parameter. When one of the Kac-Moody levels k{ tends to

infinity one has some kind of the quasiclassical situation and can obtain some IS in the leading

1/k approximation. The analogous procedure has been previously used to obtain the Lagrangian of

the principal chiral field [8], The spectral parameter in this case can arise due to the dimensional

transmutation mechanism.

The work is prepared in the following form. In Sec.2 we will derive the action for the

two interacting Kac-Moody orbits with the nontrivial representatives. The equation of motion for

this action is nothing but the zero curvature condition. If one rewrites this action in terms of the

composite field it takes the form of WZNW action with the special perturbation. The reduction leads

to the equations for the IS, as an example the reduction to the affine Toda theory will be described.

The generalized action for the larger number of orbits is also presented and the analogous action

for the Virasoro group will be obtained.
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In Sec.4 we will describe the actions without the bare massive parameters. It will be

shown that the sh-Gordon theory is the analogue of the principal chiral model for the Virasoro group.

Using another quasiclassical limit we will obtain the perturbation / dzdzdzgg~l • g"1 d^g 13] for

SWZNW( g) and the analogous expression for the Virasoro group. The possibility of the Lagrangian

description of the KdV hierarchies in terms of two Virasoro orbits will be also considered.

In Sec.5 the results of the work and their possible generalizations will be discussed.

2. THE ACTION FOR TWO INTERACTING ORBITS

Let us consider the torus T2 and the semisimple group G : T2 — G with the loop group

LG = Sl —» G. It is useful to introduce the canonical 2-form on the cotangent bundle T*G where

G is the central extension of the loop group. The trivialization of T'G is

and 1-form in the point (g,p) e G is dg • g~\ Under the left transformation

the point of the cotangent space (u, k) transforms as

Thus one can assume that p = 0 , k = 1. Let us consider 2-form w on LG

Mg)= [ {dgg-\ d{dgg-1))

and introduce the field h

h = Pexp / dz'u(t'), u = h~*dh, h e LG
Jo

Then the form £1 in the point (g, 0; u, 1) is of the following form

fi-w(/0 + i u ( S ) + 2 [ {(dgg-})2)
JS'

and if one introduces the action

da = a, tf = 2 f(v,(hg)-ld{hg))

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

it possesses the gauge symmetry

ff-'/s, f - i (8)

due to the invariance of a and H. Using the gauge symmetry we can transform u to the special

form; it does not depend on z and lies in Cartan subalgebra. Then the

S = 2 jdz(u,

with the equation of motion

f dz{v,g^ug - g-'8g) (9)

A{g) =

8A(g) = [VH,A] + 3(VH) = [v,A(g)] + dv . (10)

For the action (9) to define the action for the IS it is necessary to introduce the additional

ingredients and restrictions. It will be assumed that u and v depend on the additional spectral

parameter \ which lives on the spectral curve S. For example if I coincides with CP"1 then u and

v are denned by their poles

(H)

(12)

- a ) (i3)
i s the solution of the Riemann problem of the factorization of matrix g (X) on the contour 7 into the

product of matrix p+( >) analytical inside 7 and matrix p_( \) outside f. It is useful to introduce

two currents

Moreover u and v are supposed to be satisfied the zero curvature condition

8u-dv + [u,v] = 0

Let us now assume that

A'(g-) =gl*vg- + gl^dg- (14)

It is known (see for example [9]) that the currents (14) have the same analytical properties as the
bare monodromies u and u correspondingly. Substituting (14) into (9) one has for arbitrary k

S =

sk = I u8g+g^

Sl(g-) = j Vdg..gZxdzdz + kSWZNw{gZX) (15)



where
- d~ dgg~l dg)}

The equation of motion for (15) has the standard form of zero curvature condition with the spectral
parameter X.

BA"(g+) - dA\gJ) + \A\g+),A\g-)] = 0 . (16)

We take this equation as a definition of complete integrability. Of course, it does not guarantee an
existence of infinite sequences of conserved charges. Expanding the currents over the poles one
gets mi + iTi2 + 1 matrix equation with mi + mi + 2 unknown functions. This uncertainty is the
result of the gauge invariance of the action. In fact Eq.(16) is too complicated and noninformative
one. It is not surprising because of its origin it has been obtained from the almost free system on
T*G, its Hamiltonian is linear on the current which defines the point of the phase space. Let us
note that a finite dimensional analogue of (9) for the group SO(3) has a very simple form [10]

-IL: I';e" + p / edt (17)

where e{t) is a tangent vector, e2 = 1 ,t is the parameter the path, F + is the disk. It is evident that
the account of the nonzero momentum does not complicate the problem seriously.

The action (15) in fact is the sum of right and left WZNW actions interacting in a gauge
invariant way. It can be obtained from the fermionic determinants with left and right fermions
should have the different monodromies u and u correspondingly. The gauge inveriant action above
can be written only for the orbits with the same Kac-Moody level k. To consider the different k
and ( one should include the third orbit. The resulting aciton for two "right" orbits with levels k
and I which are "gauged by the left orbit with the level k + £ is of the following form

SR(gh) £))dz (18)

where u, v and w are the fixed elements of the orbits. Using the Polyakov-Wiegmann composition
formulae and integrating over the variables of the one orbit one obtains the action (15). Let us
note that on the fermion language the case of the multiorbit action corresponds to the consideration
of the fermions interacting with the different gauge fields. The sense of the action (18) and the
analogous generalization to the larger numbver of orbits and its connection with the IS needs for
the separate investigation.

For the completeness let us present the action for the Virasoro group analogous to (15)

5= sftfiFoG) + fdi((Ad*Fl>ab,c);(v,0))

(19)

fdzdll-

fdtdz{ -bdFBF) + cS™-( F)

where v is the constant vector field. Using the composition formulae for the gravitational case
action (19) can be easily presented in the form of two interacting Virasoro orbits with the nonzero
representatives.

3. THE REDUCTION PROCEDURE

To obtain the definite systems it is necessary to perform some kind of reduction. The
primers of such reductions are the Liouville and in the more general case the Toda theories [5]-[7].
We will use the Mikhailov's approach based on the finite groups of symmetry [11]-[13], Because
we have restricted ourselves by the spectral curve CPl it is natural to take into account its symmetry
groups. Such groups have An,Da,E classification.

Let a is the automorphism of the algebra, defined by the representation K into the matrix
algebraO : a(T) = QFQ, where Q(q) - the representation of K(q £ K). Let us consider the
combined action of the K group

y{\) -> Q(S(q~\X))Q~l (20)

Let also the poles of the matrixes A" and A" to lie on the K orbits. Then the solutions of (16) can
be classified by the irreducible multiplets in respect with (20), The known IS are related with Za

symmetries so their solutions are the invariants of the transformation

-l (21)

where the currents are the Laurent polynomials

A(\) =

The automorphisms Zn are defined by the periodical grades of the simple algebras. Let
us present a brief description of its classification [14].

The system of the simple roots of the affine Lee algebra {ao .., an} determines the

Dynkin graph, where a0 = — £ a/a,- and {ai ... <*„} are the simple roots of the initial 7 al-
l

gebra. With the set of the nonnegative numbers (So • •. Sn) without the common divisor we have
an automorphism of the order

(22)

It corresponds to the expansion

(23)



where

In this case

~

. •. © «i

n-k

where <?* € <? is the subalgebradefined by the simple roots {<*,•.

So if so = si = . . . sn = 1 then To = ff-Cartan subalgebra and

with 3 j t = . . . = s;/j = 0.

(24)

where h is the Coxeter number. This automorphism is usually referred to as the Coxeter one. The

action of a on the generators of the Weyl basis {H}-, £,-, F,} (£.,•, Fj-root subspaces) is

(25)\ GH; = 0

[GFj = s-s>Fj £

Let us consider now the simplest example

A"(g+) = Ao +

^ ( p _ ) = J4_,

The zero curvature condition is of the following form

and it is evident that

dAi=Q, dA-i = [Aa,A-i]

9A0 + [Ai,A-i] = 0

Ao € Go i Ai € Q,A-\ £ 5_i

(26)

(27)

(28)

where / r ' d / i e ff0 is the Cartan subalgebra and (28) describes the affine Toda theories. Let

N = 2, then the expansion (23) corresponds to the Cartan expansion of the symmetric spaces and

(28) corresponds to the IS on the compact group [15]. The intermediate situation (2 < N < h) is

related with the nonabelian Toda theory [12]. With the arbitrary dependence

(29)
l-o

one gets the higher Toda theories [16]. And finally if monodromy ti and the current A" correspond-

ingly have the poles at the infinity

(30)

we Rnd ourselves with the Drinfeld-Sokolov systems [17].
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4. THE QUASICLASSICAL APPROACH

In this section we adopt the quite different approach for the IS. We refuse from the gauge

symmetry principle but will suppose that the bare Lagrangian has no massive parameters. Let us

remind how the principal chiral field can be obtained in this approach [8]. The following Lagrangian

can be considered as an initial one

S = NSWZNW(gh) + k{SWZNW(g) + SWZNWW)

When N tends to infinity one should first solve the equation of motion for Swznw(gh)

(31)

(32)

Choosing the convenient initial condition one can find that up to the global symmetries of the action

its solution is g = h~l. Substituting this solution into the action (31) we obtain the action for the

principal chiral field. In what follows we will demonstrate that this procedure is of a rather general

nature and the number of another systems can be obtained ion the same way.

As an example the following action can be considered

S = N\Swznw(.gh) + NzSwzNwigh" ) + (33)

If JV2 —» 00 then the solution of the equation of motion for the second term is g = h and automati-

cally we obtain the SwzNw(g) perturbated in an integrable way

3 - SWZNW(Q) + (34)

This action has been discussed in [3] as an example of the restricted coset models GK ® GijG^+t

in the limiting case I —* 00. Thus it can be expected that the action (33) for the two Kac-Moody

orbits with the interaction of the geometrical type corresponds to the IS.

It is instructive to discuss the analogous action for the Virasoro group. As an analogue

of the principal chiral field let us consider the action

S = c , 5 , , r ( F o G) + c35u l>(F) + (35)

where F o G = F( z, G( z, z)). If c\ —> 00 then the classical equation of motion for S^r( F o G)

is

G ) = 0 (36)

where S( F) = ^f- — §•( ^ r ) 2 is the Schwarzian derivative. With the convenient initial conditions

we have

Sc,^» = czSwiF) + c3SviAf) (37)

F{z,f(z,z))=z



Using the classical bosoniiation procedure (see for example [18]) it is easy to show that the ex-
pression for the action is

Sc.-H.eo- f(.ci+c3)dip5>fidi+ f dz{ot(z) fdzeP+Pd) f dze"?) (38)

where a( I) and /?(i) are the Lagrange multiplies for the constraint

~ J e
If one assumes that a(z) and /3(i) acquire the vacuum expectation values which is the typical
situation for the a models then we obtain sh-Gordon equation as an equation of motion for (38).

As another limiting case let us consider the action analogous to (33)

S = c\SviAG°F) + ciStiAGof) + c35uir(G) + ctSviAF) (39)

If C2 —> oo tends to infinity the action is

S = ci S»A F) + c2 Suir( FoF) (40)

with the equation of motion

• ('a

We hope to discuss this system in a separate publication.

' = 0, G'= dG (41)

It is natural to discuss in the same context the hierarchy of KdV equations closely con-
nected with the Virasoro group orbits [ 19]. However as it was noticed in [20] the cases of KdV and
sh-Gordon equations are the opposite ones in some sense. In fact both the equations manifest some
correlation between the Virasoro orbits having in mind that the stabilizers of one orbit define the
Hamiltonians for another one. But in the sh-Gordon case the correlation is between the infinitely
closed orbits with the representatives q and q + A (>, —* 0) and in the KdV case between the in-
finitely remote ones (\ ~* oo). Moreover in contrast with the KdV case sh-Goprdon equation
cannot be thought of the one for motion along the Virasoro orbit. So it is not surprising that the
KdV equation cannot be described by (39).

Having in mind that KdV equation corresponds to the nonrefativistic case it is conveinent
to analyze the bare Lagrangian with the large massive parameter . In fact the KdV equation is the
equation of motion for the action

j

The Hamiltonian in (42) can be assumed to be the first term of the expansion of the effective action
of the heavy particle in the inverse powers over the "mass" A. An argument in favour of this
suggestion is the fact that all Hamiltonians for the KdV hierarchy can be generated by the expansion
of in det [ ( - 9 , + 9j)2 + S(F) + A] in the inverse powers over A. It is an important question to
consider the next term in the quasiclassical expansion because one can hope that they shed an
additional light on the higher equations in the IS hierarchies.

5. DISCUSSION

Due to the consideration above it is clear that at least the considerable part of known IS
can be described in the framework of two geometrical actions for the orbit with account of their
interaction. It is important that one of them generated the Poisson brackets and another one induces
the Hamiltonians.

The following remark can be useful. The theory of two interacting orbits can be an
analogue of two particle interaction in the particl etheory. So the analysis performed is the necessary
step in building of some kind of the "multiparticle picture".

Now the arguments which help to choose one or another first principle are not completely
clear. In particular it is not evident why one can restrict one self only by the fixed orbits in the model
space for the Kac-Moody and Virasoro group. If we attempt to consider the representatives of the
orbits as a independent dynamical variable then the natural phase space is the model space [21] and
the choice of some orbits should be dictated by the dynamical reasons.

Another modification of the action is the possible integration over A S —* fd\S(\).
This modification has two fold purpose. At first with this integration in hands Zn symmetry is the
symmetry of the action so the reduction procedure becomes more natural. Another purpose is the
further generalization by introducing the kinetic term hd\. The equation of motion in this case has
nothing common with the zero curvature condition. But some modification should lead us to the
equation of the "Painleve type" [ d + A(g), d + v] = hclosely connected with the matrix models
[22].

Let us also mention that it is important to investigate the possibility of the dimensional
transmutation phenomena in this approach so it is of interest to understand the correspondence
between the derivations of the sh-Gordon equation adopted in Sec.2 and Sec.4. We will consider
this point separately.
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